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AN AUDIENCE WITH THE PRESIDENT
On a flying visit to London at the
end of November, board members
and donors of Magen David Adom
UK had the honour to meet the
President of Israel, Reuven Rivlin in
an intimate gathering in London.
The President discussed the various ongoing projects
that MDA UK is currently supporting and was given
an update on fundraising efforts for the new
National Blood and Logistics Centre in Ramla.
President Rivlin reiterated his acknowledgement of
the outstanding work of MDA, making special
mention of the values and ethos that runs through
the organisation. As he furthers his own plans for a
more socially cohesive society, he lauded MDA as a
beacon for the good that is brought by diversity and
inclusivity. This was echoed with the gift presented to
the President, a specially commissioned photo book
highlighting the varied people and backgrounds
that make up MDA today.

David Adom is an organisation close to President
Rivlin’s heart. He even told MDA UK supporters that, in
Israel, there are two sets of three letters that keep the
country safe. One being ‘I.D.F.’ and the other, ‘M.D.A.’
As well as incoming MDA UK Chair, Russell Jacobs,
Chief Executive, Daniel Burger and numerous board
members and donors, Eli Bin, the Director General of
Magen David Adom in Israel, was also present. Bin had
been in Paris the night before for a local fundraising
event and travelled to London en route back to Israel.
President Rivlin closed the meeting by personally
thanking Magen David Adom UK’s staff, lay
leadership and donors for their hard work and
dedication. The President commented that, without
this support, Magen David Adom would not be able
to save lives across the length and breadth of Israel.
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President Rivlin also underlined the courage of all the
medics, paramedics and 22,000 volunteers, no
matter what the situation. It was clear that Magen
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CELEBRATING
AT SEVENTY

ISRAEL 360 TREKKERS
RAISE £85K

As 2019 draws to a
close, it brings to an
end two landmark
years of celebration
for Magen David
Adom UK. In 2018
Israel celebrated its
seventieth birthday
and this year was the seventieth
anniversary of MDA UK. The past twelve
months have been jam-packed with
fundraising activity.
The recent ‘70th Anniversary Dinner’ was a
record breaker. We raised more money
than ever before and, for the first time, we
showcased a new ambulance in the
room. The ambulance was donated by
Alan Rind to honour HRH Prince William’s
landmark visit to Israel last year.
The event gave our donors an opportunity
to hear from our new Chairman, Russell
Jacobs, who set out his vision for the future
of the organisation (more of which in our
Q&A with Russell on page 5). We also
welcomed Al Sharifeh Noor Bint Ali (First
Secretary to the Jordanian Ambassador),
whose presence represented the latest
phase of close co-operation between MDA
UK and the Jordanian Red Crescent. Earlier
in the year Russell Jacobs and I visited
Amman to meet with HE Dr Mohammed
Al-Hadid, President of the Jordanian Red
Cross to further the collaboration between
our two organisations.
Magen David Adom UK has never been so
active. Thanks to our donors and
supporters who keep us energised, we are
a very young seventy year-old!
Thank you for your commitment and
continued support.

The inaugural ‘Israel360’
challenge took place between
9th-14th November.
18 Magen David Adom UK supporters trekked
across Israel and raised in excess of £85,000. The
money raised will go towards rebuilding the MDA
Ambulance Station at Rahat. The Rahat Mobile
Intensive Care Unit (MICU) provides backup to
MDA’s BeerSheva station, especially during cases
of rocket fire from Gaza or terror attacks in the city.

LEGACY
UP FOR
AUCTION

On his return, MDA UK Chief Executive Daniel
Burger said: “As we climbed Masada, much of
Israel was running into bomb shelters. Sadly, there
was no better time for the trekkers to witness the
importance of Magen David Adom’s work. It was
a source of immense pride to witness first-hand
how MDA responds and saves lives.”

To find out more about Israel360 in
2020 email elysiapolin@mdauk.org

The importance of this new Ambulance Station was
unfortunately very apparent to the trekkers. There
were red alerts and sirens heard across the country
as rockets and missiles were fired from Gaza.
The trek included tours of the Blood Centre at Tel
Hashomer, an overnight stay in Bedouin tents, a
hike in the Ramon Crater, climbing Masada and all
18 trekkers took part in ambulance shifts. Trekkers
also dedicated a MICU in BeerSheva that was
bought with the money raised by the 2018 trekkers.
All participants got under the skin of Israel as they
visited MDA UK projects and saw the work of
medics, paramedics and volunteers up close.
Trekker, Suzi West said it was an “absolutely
humbling experience to meet the MDA teams on
the ground and truly understand why we must go

Daniel Burger
Chief Executive

back and spread the word”.

“Being here during ‘red alert’
makes raising money for MDA
even more poignant”
Susan Berman

Harry Fuld Jr was an industrialist who
lost everything to the Nazis.
When he left his estate to his housekeeper Gisela
Martin, he had no idea that, decades later, the art
that was stolen from him would find its way back to its
rightful owners - Fuld’s heirs and the numerous
beneficiaries of his estate, including Magen David
Adom UK. On December 3rd, two Di Paolo panels
from the Fuld collection were sold for an astonishing
£7.5m at Christie’s, London. Fuld’s collection continues
to bring a lifesaving legacy to the people of Israel.
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THAT’S DEDICATION
This year Magen David Adom UK supporters donated in excess of £1.8m
of vehicles to Magen David Adom in Israel. Here are a few of the
dedications that took place over Sukkot.

HERE ARE A FEW OF THE DEDICATIONS THAT TOOK PLACE:
The Edwards family dedicated The Anita and Eli Benson MDA Station in Ramat Beit Shemesh,
where the Carter Bomb Shelter was also dedicated.
Judy Saphra dedicated a medicycle in loving memory of Izhak and Lotti Saphra by their
beloved son, David Saphra.
Barry & Batya Segal (Vision for Israel & The Joseph Storehouse Trust) continued their support to
Magen David Adom by donating a MICU to celebrate 70 years of Israel.
Christian Friends of MDA (CMFDA) dedicated four medicycles. Why four? To answer that question,
another needs to be asked, namely, ‘Where is the oldest written record of an ambulance?’. The
answer is in the New Testament, which starts, “Four men carried a paralysed man to Jesus for
healing”. The Latin for walk is ambulo, ambulare, which gives ambulance. Today the ambulance
principle is the same, except that it is four wheels that carry a person who need healing.
A medicycle was dedicated in loving memory of Ronnie Cohen from his devoted family and
friends in Manchester.
Barbara & Stanley Green (The Harbour Charitable Trust) dedicated an ambulance and a MICU
in memory of Fay and Bert Harbour who taught their family the importance of philanthropy.
We are so very grateful to our incredible donors for enabling us to continue saving
more lives. Thank you!
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Shoham
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A new Magen David Adom station was
inaugurated in Ramat Beit Shemesh over
Sukkot in memory of Eli Benson z”l, the former
Chief Executive of Magen David Adom UK.
The station was funded by the generosity of MDA UK’s donors
and will help improve response times within the area. The station
is named The Anita and Eli Benson MDA Station and Eli’s wife
Anita together with their children and numerous dignitaries,
attended the event.
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REMEMBERING
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Eilat

WELCOME TO
THE TEAM
We are thrilled to announce that there are three new members on our Board: Russell Jacobs, Chairman,
Ian Langdon, Dinner Chairman, and Robert Ordever. We look forward to a great future together.
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70TH ANNIVERSARY DINNER
RAISES £2.5M

We were delighted to welcome
nearly 400 guests to our 70th
Anniversary Dinner on Monday 25th
November at the newly renovated
ballroom at the Marriott Grosvenor
Square. A staggering £2.5m was
raised on the night.
Donors had the opportunity to explore the kittedout ambulance and medicycle situated in the
ballroom. The ambulance was generously
donated by Alan Rind in honour of HRH Prince
William’s visit to Israel.
Guest speaker, Noam Gershony told guests
about how MDA “saved my life” when his
Apache helicopter collided with another
helicopter during the 2006 Lebanon War. No-one
thought that the then 23-year-old would survive.

Incredibly, Noam rehabilitated and went on to
win Israel’s first gold medal in the men’s singles
quad tennis tournament at the 2012 London
Paralympics. An emotional Noam said: “I owe my
life to MDA – the guarding angels of the people in
Israel.” Noam received a standing ovation by all
in the room.
Star of BBC’s Live at the Apollo, ground-breaking
ventriloquist, Nina Conti, provided some light
entertainment later into the night.
Speaking after the event, MDA UK Chief Executive
Daniel Burger said: “It was incredible to hear
about the lifesaving work that MDA does through
Noam’s experience and to have HRH’s
ambulance in the room really conveyed how
important MDA’s work is. We are so thankful to our
incredible donors who enable us to save lives in
Israel, here’s to another fantastic 70 years ahead
of saving more lives.”
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Q&A WITH RUSSELL JACOBS
We sat down with our new
Chairman, Russell Jacobs, to
discuss his connection to MDA and
his vision for the future.
Why MDA?
MDA was always in the family DNA. Growing up,
Israel always seemed to be in crisis and MDA was
the first response to loss of, or injury to, the lives of
Jews in Israel. But as I grew up and started to
understand the wider narrative of Israel and its
people, I realised that its role went beyond
Jewish lives. And it has been this diversity of its
mission which has held my fascination – and,
now, energy and drive to move that story
forward. The second most impactful episode was
doing two ambulance shifts in Israel.
Why and how did you get involved?
It was the usual story – fund an ambulance in
dedication of lost loved ones (first, my mother,
Sandra; secondly, my father, Malcolm). But, that
wasn’t enough, as writing a cheque is easy – it’s
passive. I wanted to make a difference in (and to)
Israel. So, as we prepare for making Aliya when I
retire, I wanted to engage with Israeli institutions in
a way in which I could make a difference. Just as
with a terrorist or road traffic incident, climate

change is drastically affecting the People of Israel
and its neighbours – badly and urgently. It is yet
another existential crisis affecting Israel, in which
MDA has a major role to play.
What would you like to achieve in your role as
Chairman?
I want to reach out to a wider group of
supporters – especially the supporters and
donors of tomorrow – to expand the narrative to
make MDA more relevant as we move forward
into a new era where Israel is a strong economic
and diplomatic force, but nevertheless the
challenges facing Israel on a humanitarian scale
get bigger – civil war in its neighbours, refugee
crises in Jordan and Syria, climate change
(drought in Jordan) and so on. I want to make
MDA a humanitarian response to the region,
centred on Israel, but showcasing the strengths
of Israel and its humanity to the rest of the world.
This narrative has the great potential to counter
the otherwise anti-Semitic, anti-Zionist
propaganda which undermines the confidence
of Jews in the Diaspora and makes Israelis
domestically more defensive as a result. I want
MDA to be the metaphor for Israeli aggression
– on the humanitarian war front! That is why we
are working more closely with, for example, the
Jordanian Red Crescent, as strong, healthy and

successful neighbours will inevitably lead to a
strong, resilient and thriving Israel.
What are you planning on focusing on?
Expanding the narrative and platform for Israel
(and for the Israel-facing Jews in the UK and
Diaspora generally) so that we can proudly stand
up to the negative forces which militate against
Jewry and Israel (in the UK or abroad) and
showcase the amazing work of MDA and its staff
and volunteers – to redefine what the UK
understands as the PEOPLE of Israel (all ethnicities
from all corners of Israel and the region) through
the work of MDA.
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